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Outline 

•  Storage Architecture at IHEP 

•  Current Lustre configuration  

•  I/O pattern and performance of  HEP jobs at IHEP 

•  Advantages and disadvantages of  Lustre in IHEP 
scenario  



Storage Architecture 
Detector 

Simulation 

CASTOR 

10 Gbit Ethernet 

Deprecated… 
•  Authentication 
•  Limited Personal Space 

 

•  copy of  Raw data 
•  Reconstruction data 
•  Analysis result  
•  Public data of  user groups 
•  User’s personal data 

•  Raw data 
•  Backup of   data after reconstruction 

5 PB 



History of  Lustre at IHEP 

•  Started to deploy Lustre at IHEP in 2008 

•  Migrated 100+ NFS file systems to 2 Lustre file systems, 
created  3 new Lustre file systems  

•  5 MDSs, 47 OSSs, 500+ OSTs, 1000 client nodes, 0.2 billion files 
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Current Configuration 

•  Lustre Version: 1.8.X 

•  Server: HP G6/G7, 24 GB memory 

•  Network: 10 G Ethernet 

•  Storage: Infortrend  disk arrays directed attached to server 
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Current Configuration 

•  Integrated with IT infrastructure of  IHEP 
•  Installation and upgrade with Quattor 

•  Monitor with Ganglia, Nagios and  Logzilla 



Current Configuration 

•  Home-made script to analyze log, monitor server 
behaviors, summarize usage in some share 
directories and sent alarm messages. 

•    



I/O pattern of  HEP computing 

•  Most of  HEP jobs features in  I/O patterns which 
Lustre  prefers:  
•  Based on ROOT Library, No hot spot files  
•  Large files >100MB 
•  Large read size >1 MB (default RPC size of  Lustre) 
•  Sequentially I/O (with  cache on Lustre client )  
•  Lustre keeps monitoring of  I/O size, I/O jump, read-

ahead cache, RPC Size etc. under /proc 

•  Easy to reach theoretical bandwidth of  single storage 
server and linear scalability of  I/O throughput 

 



Peak Performance of  Single OSS 

20% 

Read throughput of single OSS IOwait on single OSS 

900MB/s 

60% 



Performance for 15 OSSs 

8.0 G/s 



Advantages of  Lustre 

•  Kernel level code, less performance over head than 
user-space storage system 

•  Good I/O performance and scalability  

•  Fully compliant with POSIX, no need to change 
users’ habit 

•  Provides file stripe and logical disk pools  

•  Well adapted by Top 500 super computers, large user 
community  
 



Disadvantages of  Lustre(1) 

•  Single Replica  
•  Less availability than storage system such as HDFS, gLusterfs, etc. 

•   No automatically data rebalance 

•  Failure of  one OST would stuck the whole system 
•  Network, kernel crash of  server, read-only of  OST 
•  Needs better monitor and quick response to reduce failure time 

•  Unfriendly to system administrators 
•  Unreadable logs – write scipt to translate Lustre language to human language 
•  No Free monitor and alarm tools – use available tools such as  Ganglia, Nagios 

etc… 

•  Inaccurate of  Quota  
•  quota check the whole system every time after any OST fails  



Disadvantages of  Lustre(2) 

•  Design of  central metadata server which limits scalability  
•  every file has an corresponding empty file stored in the local file 

system of  MDS called MDT, which is a patched ext file system 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“ls dir” ==“ls dir on MDT”  
 
“ls –l dir”== “ls –l dir on MDT” +”stat every file of  this dir on different OSTs” 

 
 



Losts of  small files 

•  Currently we have three mount points which has 20, 80 and 90 
millions files separately… 

•  Lots of  directories are deeper than 8 level: 

 

•  Interactive operations (ls –lR etc.) on log-in nodes generate 
intensive memory pressure, needs quite a lot of  slab objects for 
Lustre, nightmare for 32 bit OS.  

•  when the storage device are busy, metadata operations is slow 

•   difficult to backup and recover both metadata and data 

[root@besfile01 DS]# pwd 
/besfs/groups/psipp/psippgroup/public/zhanglei/workarea655/psi4160MCdata/DS 



One incident caused by a bug of  MDS 

•  During our routine maintenance 3 weeks ago, we ruan e2fsck 
on all the storage devices of  Lustre, and upgraded Lustre from 
1.8.5 to 1.8.6. 

•  e2fsck reported some errors three of  our MDT and fixed them. 

•  After the system was on-line since , two of  the MDT got read-
only error from time to time. 

•    

 

Oct  8 20:16:44 mainmds kernel: LDISKFS-fs error (device cciss!c0d1): 
ldiskfs_ext_check_inode: bad header/extent in inode #50736178: 
invalid magic - magic 0, entries 0, max 0(0), depth 0(0) 



One incident caused by a bug of  MDS(2) 

•  We have tried: 
•  e2fsck the MDT every time it got read-only 
•  downgrade or upgrade Lustre version inside 1.8.X serial 
•  Dump the whole device to a new one 
•  The error repeated again on the new device, which proves that 

it is not a hardware error.  
•  Submit bug and sent E-mail to Lustre discusssion list 
•  No response yet 

•  Mount all the clients in read-only mode, copy about 100 
million data to a temporary  place and copy back ! 
•  Have not finished!  

 



Summary 

•  Lustre is a high performance file system suitable for HEP analysis.  

•  Taking account into the disadvantages mentioned before, 
•  backup of  metadata and important data, efficient way to recovery data 
•  good monitor of  failure and user behavior 
•  limitation of  inode usage  
•  is necessary to use free version Lustre in PB, hundreds million files scale. 

•  We are still seeking solution for lots of  small files, perhaps: 
•  Upgrade MDS hardware, increase numbers of  disks and memory 
•  inode quota 
•  Educate users who have more than 1million files… 
•  Separate storage of  physics data and user’s personal data strictly… 
•  …. 



Questions & 
suggestions? 


